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INTERIM DECISION

Counsel for the Respondent, Robert Cressman ("Cressman")

objected to the stated intention of the Ontario Human Rights

Commission ("Commission") to call certain evidence from a proposed

witness named Frances Hill "insofar as such evidence is called for

the purpose of impugning the good character, propriety of conduct

or competence of Mr. Cressman, because the Commission has failed to

provide proper notice of any such allegation pursuant to s.8 of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act " (

"

SPPA "
) . The Respondents, the

York Region Board of Education ("YRBE") and John Laughlin support

Mr. Cressman' s objection as do the remaining Respondents. The

Complainant supports the position of the Commission.

SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF MR. CRESSMAN

I . FACTUAL BACKGROUND

1. The hearing of this Board of Inquiry commenced on Friday,

March 26, 1993, with a conference call involving all parties.

2. Up until that date no specific allegations of discrimination

on the part of Mr. Cressman had been disclosed, either in the two

complaints filed (Exhibit #3, Tabs 27 and 28), in the Case Summary

(Exhibit #3, Tab 7) or in any other communication by the Commission

to Mr. Cressman or his counsel. Nor did any of these documents
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disclose any allegation which would indicate that the good

character, propriety of conduct, or competence ("good character

etc.") of Robert Cressman were in issue in the proceeding before

this Board of Inquiry.

3. During argument of certain preliminary objections on April 7,

1993, counsel for Mr. Cressman pointed out that neither the

complaints nor the case summary disclosed any specific allegations

of any discriminatory action by Mr. Cressman.

4. On March 21, 1994, almost a year to the day after the hearing

commenced, Commission counsel wrote a letter to counsel for

Cressman, YRBE , and John Laughlin and to counsel for the Ministry

of Education, in which she stated, in part:

At this point, the only fact witness that I can confirm is
Frances Hill, whose evidence you will recall from the Till
hearing. Her evidence in chief will be much briefer than that
presented at the Till hearing, as I will not ask her to
describe The York Separate School Board's practice with
respect to inclusion. In other words, her evidence will focus
on her knowledge of Mr. Cressman's views regarding
integration

.

5 . The letter did not disclose any further information respecting

what Ms. Hill's testimony would be and did not indicate that it

might include allegations which the Commission would argue

disclosed "circumstantial" evidence of a discriminatory attitude on

Mr. Cressman's part.
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Mr. Cressman was not a party before the Till Board of Inquiry

and was not present during Ms. Hill's testimony, nor was he ever

provided transcripts of Ms. Hill's testimony. Further, at the

point Ms. Hill testified at the Till Board of Inquiry, Mr. Cressman

was no longer an employee of YRBE, having retired during the summer

of 1993. During the Till Board of Inquiry, Mr. Cressman 's counsel

in the present proceeding acted as counsel for YRBE, but she held

no brief for Mr. Cressman before the Till Board of Inquiry.

6. Attached as "Appendix A" to Ms. Bowlby's submissions is a copy

of a letter from Ms. Hill which counsel for the Commission

delivered to Ms. Bowlby, in her capacity as counsel for Mr.

Cressman, on May 8, 1994, the day before Ms. Hill was scheduled to

testify in the present proceeding. Ms. Bowlby noted that Appendix

A was being disclosed as part of her argument to assist the Board

of Inquiry in understanding her objection and not as an admission

of the truth of its contents or its propriety as evidence.

The information contained in Appendix A indicates that Ms.

Hill's testimony would be to the effect that Mr. Cressman 's views

did not support integrated placements for all children and were,

therefore, discriminatory and improper; furthermore her testimony

would appear to challenge Mr. Cressman' s competence as Director of

YRBE. Appendix A was said to represent the first notice given by

the Commission in the present proceeding of a specific allegation

which put into issue Mr. Cressman' s good character, propriety of



conduct or competence, let alone providing reasonable information

in respect of any such allegations.

7. A review of Appendix A was said to raise the question of

whether the "concerns" of Ms. Hill, who is an advocate of

"inclusion," are really issues of "political correctness" from her

perspective rather than matters which could actually be found to

demonstrate a discriminatory attitude on Mr. Cressman's part.

That, however, was said not to be the issue in this motion.

8. During oral argument on May 4, 1994, counsel for the

Commission was said to have indicated that her purpose in calling

this evidence was to provide circumstantial evidence of a

discriminatory attitude on the part of Mr. Cressman.

9. Section 8 of the SPPA states as follows:

Where the good character, propriety of conduct or
competence of a party is an issue in a proceeding, the
party is entitled to be furnished prior to the hearing
with reasonable information of any allegations with
respect thereto.

II . ISSUES

The issues identified by counsel for Mr. Cressman are as

fo 1 lows

:
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(a) Does the evidence sought to be adduced through Ms. Hill

by the Commission constitute an allegation which raises

the issue of the "good character, propriety of conduct or

competence" of Mr. Cressman?

(b) If the answer to the first issue is "yes," did the

Commission give notice in accordance with s.8 of the

SPPA ?

(c) If the answer to the second issue is "no," is there any

basis on which the Commission can be relieved of its

statutory obligation?

Ill . ARGUMENT

( a ) Does the evidence of Ms. Hill constitute an allegation

which raises the issue of the good character, propriety

of conduct or competence of Mr. Cressman?

10. It was submitted that an allegation of discrimination by its

very nature brings into question the character or propriety of

conduct of the party who is the subject of the allegation. This is

a fact which has been generally accepted by Boards of Inquiry

without debate.



11. In the present case, counsel for the Commission was said to

have conceded that the purpose for calling the evidence of Ms. Hill

is to enable her to argue that circumstantial evidence exists of a

discriminatory attitude by Mr. Cressman. She was said to intend to

argue that the statements which Ms. Hill will attribute to Mr.

Cressman display a discriminatory attitude on his part.

12. It was said to be clear that the intent of the Commission is

to put this evidence forward as an allegation respecting the good

character etc. of Mr. Cressman. The answer to the first question

was therefore said to be "yes."

( b ) Did the Human Rights Commission give adequate notice?

13. Section 8 clearly states that reasonable information of any

allegation which puts the good character etc. of a party in issue

must be given "prior to the hearing."

14. "Prior to the hearing" means just what it says - before the

hearing begins.

Reference: (i) Nembhard and Manradge v. Caneurop
(Ontario Board of Inquiry - Lederman)
unreported decision dated March 11, 1976;

(ii) Re Cwjnn and The Law Society of
Upper Canada (1980), 28 O.R. (2d) 61
( Div. Ct . )

;
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(iii) Smith v. Assn. of Professional
Engineers ( Ont . ) (1989), 38 Admin. L.R.
212 (Ont. Div. Ct . ) .

15. It was submitted that if reasonable information of allegations

raising issues concerning the good character etc. must be given

prior to the hearing, it follows that the allegations themselves

must also be disclosed prior to the commencement of the hearing.

The hearing in this matter commenced on Friday, March 26, 1993.

16. It was submitted that: (1) At that point no specific

allegations of discrimination had been made in connection with this

complaint against Mr. Cressman by the Commission or the Complainant

in this proceeding. (2) No allegations of discriminatory attitudes

or conduct on Mr. Cressman' s part were contained in either the

complaint, in the case summary or in any other communication from

the Commission.

17. Ms. Pike's letter of March 21, 1994, approximately a year

after the hearing commenced, was said not to represent proper

notice, not only because of its timing, long after the hearing had

begun, but because it did not set out clearly any notice that an

allegation respecting the good character etc. of Mr. Cressman was

to be raised through Ms.. Hill's evidence. Nor can counsel for the

Commission point to the fact that counsel for Mr. Cressman in this

proceeding was counsel in a different proceeding in which Mr.

Cressman was not a party but where Ms. Hill happened to be a

witness. It was submitted that it would "make a mockery" of s.8 of
f
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the SPPA if counsel for the Commission could avoid the obligation

imposed by s.8 by attempting to rely on knowledge counsel for a

party may have arising out of a totally different proceeding, where

counsel was not acting as counsel for the party in the proceeding

at hand.

18. It was submitted that the answer to the second issue is "no".

( c ) Is there any basis on which the Commission can be

relieved of its obligation to give notice of all

allegations which raise issues respecting the good

character etc. of a party (or reasonable information

concerning such allegations) prior to the commencement of

the hearing?

19. This issue here was said not to merely involve the failure of

the Commission to furnish reasonable information by way of

sufficient particularization of an allegation, but the failure to

disclose the allegation itself.

20. It was submitted that while boards of inquiry have held that,

in a proper case, an adjournment would be the appropriate remedy to

rectify the failure to provide particulars of an allegation, it

would not be fair to use this as a remedy to rectify the failure to

give notice of allegations prior to the commencement of the

hearing

.
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21. It was also submitted that, in any event, this is not a proper

case to grant an adjournment for the following reasons:

(i) This is not a situation where the start of the hearing

can be delayed in order to permit s.8 to be complied

with. The hearing was already well on its way at the

point notice of the allegation and particulars were

provided on May 3, 1994;

(ii) The purpose of providing notice of any allegations which

raise the issues of the good character, conduct or

competence of a party is to enable the party a fair

opportunity for preparation. The Commission, by waiting

until more than half way through its case to advise of

the allegations and to provide reasonable information

concerning them, has denied the opportunity of pre-

hearing preparation and has precluded any opportunity of

potential cross-examination of Commission's witnesses

called to date on the issue, and has denied information

about the allegation to Mr. Cressman to permit him to

make informed decisions about whether or not to attend

the hearing.

22. It was therefore submitted that an adjournment at this

juncture would not remedy the breach of s.8 by the Commission.

I
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IV. CONCLUSION

All of the Respondents submitted that the evidence of Ms. Hill

should not be permitted insofar as the Commission intends to use

this evidence as an allegation of Mr. Cressman's discriminatory

attitudes

.

SUBMISSIONS OF THE COMMISSION IN REPLY TO THE OBJECTIONS OF ROBERT

PRESSMAN TO THE TESTIMONY OF FRANCES HILL

I The First Issue

1. Counsel referred to the first issue addressed by counsel for

Mr. Cressman: Whether the evidence sought to be adduced through Ms.

Kill constitutes an allegation which raises the good character etc.

of Mr. Cressman.

2. Commission counsel agreed with the statement contained in

paragraph 11 of the written submissions of counsel for Mr.

Cressman, that an allegation of discrimination by its very nature

brings into question the good character etc . of the party who is

the subject of the allegation.

3. Commission counsel, however, did not agree with the statement

in paragraph 12 of the said written submissions, where she she was

said to have conceded, "that the purpose for calling the evidence
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\
Frances Hill is to enable her to argue that circumstantial

evidence exists of a discriminatory attitude by Mr. Cressman."

She submitted that the position that was, in fact, taken by her was

that Ms. Hill's evidence of Mr. Cressman's attitude was

circumstantial evidence that a right was infringed. It is the

Commission's position that this intended evidence regarding the

attitudes of Mr. Cressman - the then Director of YRBE - does not in

itself disclose any violation of the Code , but is an additional

piece of evidence that can assist the Board of Inquiry in

determining whether YRBE violated Kathleen Lewis's rights, in that

awareness of Mr. Cressman's attitudes sheds light on the attitudes

that infused YRBE ' s treatment of Kathleen Lewis.

^ Transcript , Vol. 17, pp. 146, 152

4. Notwithstanding this disagreement with the contents of

paragraph 12, Commission counsel conceded that Ms. Hill's intended

evidence contains "allegations" that might bring into question Mr.

essman's good character or propriety of conduct, inasmuch as the

term "allegation" appears not to be restricted to a claim that a

discriminatory act has been committed. 1

la hull LflJ hllil 1 lllJ LlUI Ll lL i
the respondent sought to introduce into evidence one of the

ceitl ai Bant
r

s 'punch cards', in the course of its cross-emination of hii, Conission counsel objected that notice ns

required, pursuant to s. I of the S P P A . The Board of Inquiry held that s, 1 tas not triggered because the evidence iias

siistaotiillv. directed to credibility, In so concluding, the toard lade reference to the reasons of the Mvisional Court

ii »t >»» Lmu LLi ui tHHtnr if inhr iliidj hihll , in vhich the Court held that s. 5 tas not intended to

iiiit the right of cross-eiaiination. It can he inferred, froi the Joard's reasons, that s. 8 provides rights to

coitlainatts as veil as respondents, and accordingly, cannot he restricted to claiis of discriiinatorv conduct.

^:ia and lei 1 e r v.
: ord >ohr >.\ lit. U. of'Inq., unreported, larch 3, 1)1!, p. 5

r; )on >ovsoa ltd, jnd inistrar of lnt.r UMl Ulku ( 1974 J , 5 3,2. (2d) 35 at li]



The Second Issue

5 . Rerence was made to the written submission made by counsel for

Mr. Cressman that the Commission did not give notice in accordance

with s. 8 of the SPPA .

6. In particular, reference was made to paragraph 4 of the said

submissions, where counsel makes reference to a letter by the

Commission sent on March 21, 1994, advising that:

At this point, the only fact witness that I can confirm
is Frances Hill, whose evidence you will recall from the
Till hearing. Her evidence in chief will be much briefer
than that presented at the Till hearing, as I will not
ask her to describe The York Separate School Board's
practices with respect to inclusion. In other words, her
evidence will focus on her knowledge of Mr. Cressman 's
views regarding integration.

7. The letter was said to have made clear that, for the purposes

of the Lewis hearing, the evidence of Ms. Hill would be the same as

that provided to the Til

1

Board of Inquiry. In paragraph 19 of her

written submissions counsel for Mr. Cressman states:

It would make a mockery of s.8 of the Statutory Powers
Procedure Act if counsel for the Human Rights Commission
could avoid the obligation imposed by s . 8 by attempting
to rely on what knowledge counsel for a party may have
arising out of totally different proceeding, during which
counsel was not acting as counsel for the party in the
proceeding at hand.
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Counsel for the Commission indicated that it was never her

intention to, nor had she attempted to rely on the knowledge Mr.

Cressman's counsel might have had as a result of her being counsel

for YRBE in the Till case, but rather, she advised Mr. Cressman's

counsel exactly of the evidence she could expect, making reference

to a document that was known to counsel for Mr. Cressman, and to a

hearing that counsel for Mr. Cressman had attended. If counsel for

Mr. Cressman was no longer in possession of that transcript, or

found the letter lacking in any respect, it was

incumbent upon her to request further information. No such request

was made, or has been made to date. It was noted that counsel for

Mr. Cressman objected to the evidence of Ms. Hill on May 4, 1994,

but did not ask for further information, nor complain that the

information was insufficient. Mr. Cressman's counsel was said to

be taking the position that the Commission could not rely on her

actual knowledge of the witness' intended evidence, as this arose,

she said, in the course of a previous hearing.

Transcript , volume 17, pp 138-144

8. Commission counsel's letter of March 21, 1994 was said to be

in response to a letter of March 10, 1994, in which counsel for Mr.

Cressman asked her to provide "a list of witnesses, together with

the supporting materials (information) respecting expert witnesses,

as you did in the Til

1

case." It was said to be noteworthy that

Commission counsel's response to this request, in her letter of
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March 21, 1994, was to list the expert witnesses, and then to

state

:

These witnesses are all familiar to you from the Till
hearing. Their evidence will be substantially the same,
however, I will ask these witnesses to comment
specifically on the desirability and feasibility of
including children with significant disabilities in a
regular kindergarten class. I shall ask them also to
comment on the desirability and feasibility of including
a child with disabilities equivalent to Kathleen's in a
regular kindergarten class.

Ms. Bowlby has asked that I provide her with another set
of materials for those experts since those provided in
the Till hearing have been put into storage. You will
receive these early this week. I expect there will be
some supplementary documentation relating to kindergarten
in particular, and I will forward these to you as soon as
I receive them.

No objection was said to have ever been made to the fact that

Commission counsel's description of the anticipated evidence was

provided in the form of a reference to the evidence provided in the

Till hearing.

9. In her letter to Mr. Baker of March 25,1994, sent four days

after the Commission's letter of March 21, 1994 was delivered by

facsimile, counsel for Mr. Cressman stated that the Commission had

provided complete disclosure of the Commission's case, in apparent

contrast to the Complainant, who, it was alleged, had provided no

disclosure of documents other than a list of witnesses that would

be called. Since "disclosure" was said to have been apparently

used in that letter to include disclosure of witnesses, and of

documents upon which witnesses would be relying, it was alleged

that counsel for Mr. Cressman was satisfied with the information
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conveyed from the Commission relating to its witnesses - including

Ms. Hill. It was submitted that the Commission could reasonably

believe that no objection would be taken to the Commission's

disclosure of its case.

10. It was submitted that, in interpreting the requirements of s.

8, Ontario boards of inquiry have held that the expression

"reasonable information of any allegations" requires that a party

be given sufficient information about the allegations to permit

him/her to prepare an answer to them.

Dubaiic et al. v. Walbar Machine Products of Canada
Limited (1980) C.H.R.R. D/228;

Bezeau v. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
(1982) , 3 C.H.R.R. D/874;

Joseph v. North York General Hospital et al

.

(1981), 3

C.H.R.R. D/854;

Bhadauria v. The Toronto Board of Education et al .

(1988), 9 C.H.R.R., para 35082;

Ontario Human Rights Commission v. The Ministry of
Education (1988), 9 C.H.R.R. D/4535

11. Section 8 entitles parties to disclosure of facts upon which

a party relies, as opposed to the evidence in support of the facts.

My view of section 8 of the Act is that it was introduced
to regulate one aspect of procedural natural justice
which must be followed by certain tribunals including a
Board of Inquiry appointed pursuant to s. 14(1) (1) of the
Code . Whatever the scope of the information which must
be furnished, its purpose is to define the issues and
thereby prevent surprise by enabling the party against
whom the allegations are made to prepare for the hearing.
At the very least, s. 8 of the Act in order to fulfil
this purpose would require that [the Respondent] be
furnished with a written statement of the material facts
upon which the Commission intends to rely in support of
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the allegations with respect to the issues involving
Walbar's good character or the propriety of its conduct
• • • •

Dubajic et al . v. Walbar Machine Products of Canada
Limited , supra , para. 2006

12. It was submitted that, in this case, counsel for Mr. Cressman

has had the advantage of being in possession of a transcript of a

witness' testimony on the relevant issues from a previous hearing.

With respect to paragraph 5 of Ms. Bowlby's written submissions, it

was submitted that there was no need to disclose "any further

information respecting what Frances Hill's testimony would be -

counsel was said to be in the enviable position of having a word-

for-word description of Ms. Hill's anticipated evidence, as opposed

to the facts upon which the Commission intended to rely."

13. It was submitted that by the letter of March 21, 1994, the

Commission had "more than complied" with its obligation to provide

reasonable information of particulars.

14. In paragraphs 14 through 18 of her written submissions,

counsel for Mr. Cressman argued that notice of allegations must be

given prior to the hearing, that this hearing commenced on March

26, 1993, and that at that point no allegations of discrimination

had been made against Mr. Cressman. It was submitted that the last

statement is false, and that the statements considered together are

misleading

.
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In paragraph 16 of her submissions, counsel for Mr. Cressman

distinguished "reasonable information of allegations" from

"disclosure of the allegations themselves." It was submitted

that if by her statement counsel means that the obligation to

provide reasonable information of allegations includes an

obligation to disclose the allegations, then counsel's point

is unassailable, but inconsequential - since the disclosure of

reasonable information of allegations will always result in

the disclosure of the allegations.

The date (March 26, 1993) the hearing is said to have

commenced, in paragraph 17 of Ms. Bowlby's written

submissions, is the date of the conference call. While

Commission counsel's letter of March 21, 1994 was sent

approximately one year after the conference call, it was sent

just over two weeks prior to the beginning of the hearing on

the merits. Counsel evidently did not feel the need to raise

this matter prior to the commencement of the hearing on the

merits or in the course of the preliminary objections made in

the opening few days of the hearing on the merits. It was

submitted that if counsel did not believe she had sufficient

information, she could have requested additional information

and, if necessary, an adjournment prior to, or at the outset

of the hearing on the merits.
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In Roosma and Weller the Board of Inquiry was asked to rule on

a request by the respondents for further particulars of the

complaints. The hearing had begun with three days of

preliminary matters in August of 1987. It was stayed as a

result of an attempt by the respondents to appeal the

preliminary decisions. The appeals were quashed, and the

hearing resumed with argument on additional preliminary

motions in September of 1988, including the request for

particulars. The board, in denying the request, stated that

in view of the fact that particulars had been provided after

the issue had been raised in the initial hearings in August of

1987, and in view of the extensive nature of the disclosure

made at that time, the respondent was extensively aware of the

prima facie case that the Commission sought to establish. In

other words, the fact that the particulars sought were

provided after the conference call was said not to be a reason

to find the provision of those particulars inadequate.

Roosma and Weller v. Ford Motor Company of Canada Ltd. et al

.

,

1989, 10 C.H.R.R. D/5766 (Ont. Bd . of Inquiry), paras. 41830
and 41831

In paragraphs 2, 3 and 18 of her written submission, counsel

for Mr. Cressman submits that prior to the commencement of the

hearing on Friday, March 26, 1993, no specific allegations of

discrimination on the part of Mr. Cressman had been disclosed

in any communication or document provided to Mr. Cressman or

his counsel. In fact, paragraph 12 of the "Case Summary",

found at Exhibit 3, Tab 7 to these proceedings and provided to
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the Respondents before the Commission requested the

appointment of a board of inquiry, states that Mr. Cressman

indicated that if the Lewis' left Kathleen at Maple Leaf

School, the Board would transport her to Fairmead School.

15. In paragraph 19 of her written submissions counsel for Mr.

Cressman states that the letter of March 21, 1994 was not proper

notice not only because of its timing, but because it did not set

out clearly any notice that an allegation respecting the good

character, etc. of Mr. Cressman was to be raised through Ms. Hill's

evidence. There is no requirement that reasonable information be

accompanied by a statement that "notice is hereby being provided."

It was submitted that counsel is expected to deduce this from the

information provided. Similarly, in paragraph 5 counsel for Mr.

Cressman states that the letter did not indicate "that it might

include allegations which the Human Rights Commission would argue

disclosed 'circumstantial evidence of discriminatory attitude ( sic )

on Mr. Cressman 's part.'" Commission counsel submitted that this

appeared to be saying that there is an obligation, not only to

provide a description of the evidence that will be given, but to

set out the legal arguments that may be made based on such

evidence. Commission counsel stated that she was not aware of

human rights jurisprudence supporting such a proposition.

t
III The Third Issue



16. Counsel for Mr. Cressman states in paragraphs 22 and 23 of her

written submissions that an adjournment is not an appropriate

remedy in this case for the "failure to give notice of allegations

prior to the commencement of the hearing." Commission counsel

submitted that based on the particulars that were supplied on March

21, 1994, it followed that any lack of time for pre-hearing

preparation, referred to in paragraph 23 (ii) of the written

submissions of counsel for Cressman, was entirely the

responsibility of counsel for Mr. Cressman.

17. It was submitted that although Mr. Cressman was not a party to

the complaint before the Till Board of Inquiry, once his counsel

was alerted to the evidence that the Commission intended to call,

it was open to her to discuss the issues with Mr. Cressman and

cross-examine Commission witnesses accordingly, or make known her

objections and seek an adjournment.

18. It was submitted that not only was the objection without

merit, but that counsel for Mr. Cressman had waived her right to

object to Ms. Hill's evidence. It was reiterated that no request

for further information was made, nor objection taken, in the

period of time between March 21, 1994 and May 4, 1994 (the date

the objections to Ms Hill's evidence were made). It was again

submitted that counsel for Mr. Cressman indicated her satisfaction

with the Commission's disclosure of its case, and that parties may

not "sleep on their rights" and subsequently allege "prejudice."
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Judicial Review of Administrative Action , de Smith. 4th
Edition, pp. 422-424

R. v. Bildson [1986] N.W.T.R., 168 Newf . S . Ct

.

19. It was further submitted that for counsel for Mr. Cressman to

let the time pass between March 21 and May 4, and then to

inconvenience all parties by objecting to a witness' right to

testify on the day of the witness' scheduled testimony was an abuse

of the Board's process.

20. Counsel for Mr. Cressman was said not to have discharged the

onus upon her to demonstrate that such prejudice exists. No

suggestion was said to have been made that any Commission witness

that testified to date attended the conference where Mr. Cressman

allegedly made the comments attributed to him, nor were privy to

Ms. Hill's conversation with Mr. Cressman.

Campbell et al . v. Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co.
Limited (1984), C.H.R.R. D/2268 (Ont. Bd . Inq.), para.
19158

21. In the alternative, it was submitted, with respect to

paragraph 23 of counsel for the Commission's written submissions,

that if notice from March 21, 1994 through May 4, 1994 does not

constitute sufficient notice, the appropriate remedy is an

adjournment, with a right to recall witnesses, should that prove

necessary. Since the proceedings are (with the exception of one

day in July) adjourned until October of 1994, counsel was said to

have sufficient time to prepare. In the presentation of her own



case, counsel for Mr. Cressman was said to have every opportunity

to call witnesses, including Mr. Cressman, who can describe their

view of what took place at the conference. In Roosma and Weller

the board of inquiry held that there would be no unfairness in

allowing certain documents to be put to the complainant in cross-

examination, since his counsel had the right to re-examine him, and

since six weeks had elapsed between the interruption of the cross-

examination and its resumption.

Roosma and Weller , March 3, 1989, supra , p. 7

22. It was submitted that boards of inquiry have held that where

a respondent is faced with issues about which sufficient

information has not been given, prejudice to the respondent may be

avoided through an adjournment.

In any event, should the Respondent suffer potential
prejudice at the hearing through the introduction of
issues by the Commission which could not have been
reasonably anticipated, such prejudice may be avoided
through timely adjournment pursuant to section 21 of the
same Statutory Powers Procedure Act .

Bezeau v. Ontario Institute for Studies in Education ,

supra, para. 7787, followed in Ontario Human Rights
Commission v. The Ministry of Education , supra , para.
35295.

There is a built-in safeguard which can compensate for
insufficient information being furnished prior to the
hearing .. .Where events disclose that an adequate hearing
cannot be held because of a party being unable to prepare
to meet an issue contemplated by s . 8 of the Act, the
Board can grant an adjournment in a proper case pursuant
to s. 21 of the Act. In this way, lack of perfect
anticipation as to what information ought to have been
furnished can, at worst, result in an adjournment.
Section 21 of the Act is as follows:
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"A hearing may be adjourned from time to time by a

tribunal of its own motion or where it is shown to
the satisfaction of the tribunal that the
adjournment is required to permit an adequate
hearing to be held"

.

Dubajic et al. v. Walbar Machine Products of Canada
Limited , supra , para. 2008

23. In conclusion, it was submitted that the Commission complied

with its statutory obligation to provide reasonable information,

that any lack of pre-hearing preparation on the part of counsel for

Mr. Cressman was entirely her responsibility, and that counsel had,

in any case, waived her right to object to Ms Hill's testimony. In

the alternative, it was submitted that as a result of the

adjournment of the proceedings until October and the right to

recall witnesses, should that prove necessary, no prejudice will be

suffered by Mr. Cressman

REPLY SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF ROBERT CRESSMAN IN CONNECTION WITH

THE OBJECTION TO THE TESTIMONY OF FRANCES HILL

I . FIRST ISSUE - DOES MRS. HILL'S EVIDENCE TOUCH UPON THE "GOOD

CHARACTER" ETC., OF MR. CRESSMAN?

1. Commision counsel was said to have conceded that the evidence

sought to be introduced through Ms. Hill raised the issue of the

good character etc. of Mr. Cressman.
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II . SECOND ISSUE - WAS NOTICE GIVEN?

2. Under the Second Issue, the Commission's submissions were said

to centre, essentially, on two arguments: First, if the knowledge

of counsel for Mr. Cressman is taken into account, the Commission

did furnish "reasonable information" as required by section 8.

Second, that it provided such information in the timely fashion

required by section 3. Counsel for Cressman stated that she would

touch on each argument, in turn, and would finally touch on several

points of clarification.

A . Was reasonable information furnished?

3. It was submitted that the Commission did not seriously

dispute, as an objective fact, that the letter of March 21st, 1994

did not furnish any information, reasonable or otherwise,

concerning allegations which the Commission intended to make

concerning Mr. Cressman' s good character etc. through the evidence

of Ms. Hill. On its face, all that the letter of March 21st, 1994

from Ms. Pike to Ms. Bowlby was said to have disclosed was that Ms.

Hill's "evidence will focus on her knowledge of Mr. Cressman'

s

views regarding integration." As an objective fact, counsel for

the Commission was said not to have disputed that she had not

furnished information in this proceeding of the allegations she

would be making through Mrs. Hill's evidence concerning Mr.
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Cressman's good character etc., until the day before Ms. Hill was

to testify.

4. Essentially, the Commission's position under the second issue

was that it did comply with section 8 when it advised Mr.

Cressman's counsel of the fact that Ms. Hill would be giving the

same evidence that she gave in a separate and distinct hearing

concerning Mr. Cressman's views on integration. Mr. Cressman was

not a party to that proceeding and was said not to have attended

the hearing when Ms. Hill testified. Commission counsel was said to

have argued that because Mr. Cressman's counsel had been present at

another hearing, though not in the capacity of counsel for Mr.

Cressman, she knew what Ms. Hill had said there and therefore the

Commission was not obliged to give any further information to Mr.

Cressman than which was set out in the March 21st, 1994 letter.

The Commission was said to have taken this position in spite of the

fact that the communication to Mr. Cressman's counsel did not refer

to section 8 of the S.P.P.A., nor did it put Mr. Cressman's counsel

on notice that the Commission relied on Mr. Cressman's counsel as

having waived his right to receive section 8 notice.

5 . Reference was made to the Commission having made two

alternative arguments: First, since Mr. Cressman's counsel knew

what Ms. Hill had said in the prior proceeding, that the Commission

had complied with section 8 by simply telling Mr. Cressman's

counsel that Mrs. Hill would be giving the same evidence respecting
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his views on integration as she gave in a different case. Second,

that it was up to Mr. Cressman or his counsel to seek further

information concerning what Ms. Hill would say, and having failed

to do so, Mr. Cressman' s counsel was said to have waived his right

to this information.

6. It was submitted that the fundamental flaw in the Commission's

first argument is that it has confused Mr. Cressman 's counsel with

Mr. Cressman. In doing so, the Commission was said to have failed

to have absolved itself of any obligation to "furnish reasonable

information" concerning any allegations respecting Mr. Cressman'

s

good character, etc. It could not, in the circumstances, place

this obligation upon Mr. Cressman 's counsel, without even advising

counsel that the Commission now intended the obligation to be on

her

.

7. It was submitted the Commission's first argument is,

essentially, that if a party's counsel knows, through some

independent means, of the allegations the Commission will make

concerning the party's good character, etc., the Commission is not

obliged to furnish to the party reasonable information of the

allegations it will make, but rather the obligation is upon the

party's counsel to advise the party of this information.

8. It was submitted that this argument was fundamentally wrong.
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9. It was submitted that it might well be, if Mr. Cressman

personally had certain knowledge as a result of other dealings

between himself and the Commission, that the inadequate information

provided in the March 21st, 1994 letter would have sufficed to meet

the Commission's section 8 obligations. For example, had Mr.

Cressman been a party at the Till Board of Inquiry, the Commission

could have argued that it was sufficient to advise Mr. Cressman,

that Ms. Hill would be giving the same evidence as she gave in the

Till hearing, because the Commission was referring to information

which both the Commission and Mr. Cressman knew that Mr. Cressman

had. However, it was submitted that the pre-existing independent

knowledge of counsel is not a relevant factor in determining,

objectively, whether the Commission has complied with its section

8 obligations to Mr. Cressman. Nor, it was suggested, can the

Commission impose its obligations under section 8 to furnish

reasonable information to a party upon a party's counsel.

10. It was suggested that there was a fatal flaw in the

Commission's argument: it misconceived the role of counsel. It was

submitted that it is not counsel for a party who must be furnished

with reasonable information in accordance with section 8. Section

8 requires that where the Commission seeks to raise allegations

concerning the good character, etc of a respondent, the Commission

must furnish reasonable information concerning those allegations to

that respondent. By writing to Mr. Cressman 's counsel to give

this information, the Commission is not deemed to have written to
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him. The Commission cannot avoid its obligation under section 8 by

pointing to any independent knowledge which the party's counsel may

have. The Commission must communicate clearly to Mr. Cressman,

through his counsel, the allegations it intends to make which touch

on his good character, etc. It cannot rely on inferences which it

expects counsel to draw from testimony counsel has heard in another

proceeding. In summary, it was submitted that the Commission

cannot write to counsel in her personal capacity and say "You know

the information -- you tell your client."

11. Put another way, it was submitted that the Commission sought

to transfer to counsel for Mr. Cressman its obligation to furnish

reasonable information when it took the position in its argument

that Mr. Cressman 's counsel was already personally aware of the

reasonable information which the Commission was obliged to provide

to Mr. Cressman, because she learned that information in

circumstances where she did not act for Mr. Cressman. It was

submitted that the Commission was, in effect, saying to him: "We

don't have to furnish you with information - go ask your counsel,

she knows it from another case." This was said to not only

misconceive the role of counsel , but effectively to attempt to

avoid what was said to be the absolute obligation imposed by

section 8 on the Commission to provide to Mr. Cressman with certain

information which the Commission intends to rely on.
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12. What was referred to as the "bottom line," viewed from Mr.

Cressman's perspective, was that the letter of March 21st, 1994 did

not furnish him with reasonable information of the allegations Ms.

Hill would make. He did not get this information until the day

before Ms. Hill was to testify.

13. Reference was made to the Commission's alternative position,

that when it advised Mr. Cressman that Ms. Hill would testify

concerning her knowledge surrounding his views on integration,

there was an obligation on him to pursue the Commission to obtain

further information. Because he did not do so, the Commission

submits that he (or rather counsel on his behalf) has waived his

right to receive this information. This argument was said to

ignore the absolute obligation imposed upon the Commission and was

said not to be supported on any reading of section 8. If the

obligation to furnish reasonable information exists under section

8, it was submitted that it must be provided and there is no

obligation on the party entitled to the information to go back to

the Commission and request the information.

B . Was reasonable information given in a timel y fashion?

14. Reference was made to the Commission's argument, assuming the

March 21st, 1994 letter did contain "reasonable information" as

required by section 8, that it gave that information in a timely

fashion because it gave it to Mr. Cressman before the hearing on
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the merits started. However, section 8 was said not to distinguish

the hearing of the merits from any other portion of the hearing.

Section 39 of the Code indicates that the board of inquiry is to

hold "a hearing." The hearing in this case began by way of

conference call in March of 1993 and continued into subsequent

months in 1993. It was agreed by the parties that certain

preliminary matters would first be dealt with in the hearing, but

the hearing has been underway since that conference call.

15. Section 8 does not say "prior to the hearing of the merits" —

it says "prior to the hearing."

16. Reference was made to the Roosma case relied upon by the

Commission. It was submitted that that case is distinguishable as

it essentially involved the question of sufficiency of particulars,

rather than advising of a new allegation going to the good

character, etc. of a party.

C . Points of clarification

17. Counsel for Mr. Cressman offered clarification in connection

with several of the submissions made by the Commission under the

heading "Second Issue":

(a)(i) Paragraph 9 (i) of the written submissions of

Commission counsel - the Commission sets out in
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this paragraph an excerpt from a letter from

Commission counsel to counsel for Mr. Cressman,

relating to expert witnesses. The point which the

Commission was said to seek to make here is that no

objection was made when in her letter of March

21st, 1994, Ms. Pike described the anticipated

evidence of the experts by referring to the

evidence in the Till hearing

.

(li) It was noted that section 8 of the SPPA does not

apply to evidence of expert witnesses. None of the

experts were said to be making allegations which

put into issue Mr. Cressman' s good character etc.

Accordingly, this submission was said to be

irrelevant

.

(iii) It was suggested that it was clear from the excerpt

from Ms. Pike's letter, that Ms. Bowlby was making

clear that she wished a fresh set of materials and

that simply indicating that the witnesses would be

saying the same things as was said in the Till

hearing was not satisfactory. Ms. Bowlby' s request

for a set of the materials that Ms. Pike would be

relying on in connection with her expert witnesses

was said to be consistent with the position that

the Lewis hearing is distinct from the Till
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hearing. No objection was made with respect to the

manner in which Ms. Pike defined the anticipated

evidence of the Commission's experts because the

material was sent in advance of them testifying.

Paragraph 10 of the written submissions of

Commission counsel - The Commission says that

"counsel for Mr. Cressman" stated that she was

given "complete disclosure" by the Commission in a

letter to Mr. Baker [counsel for the Complainant].

It was submitted that it was a non sequitur to

attempt to link this statement to an admission that

the March 21st, 1994 letter contained "reasonable

information" surrounding the allegations Ms. Hill

would be making: First, when counsel for Mr.

Cressman made this statement to Mr. Baker, she was

said to be relying on an implicit assertion from

the Commission that full disclosure had been made.

Second, the letter was said to be a request for

disclosure from Mr. Baker, and the comment was

clearly not intended in the way Ms. Pike now seeks

to use it.

Paragraph 15(c) of the written submissions of

Commission counsel - It was said to be alleged here

that a "false" statement was made by counsel for
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Mr. Cressman in her initial written submission

insofar as it is asserted that there are no

allegations of discrimination against Mr. Cressman

up to the point the hearing was commenced on March

26th, 1993. The Commission made reference to the

case summary contained in Exhibit #3, Tab 7 and

specifically paragraph 12. This paragraph states,

in part, as follows:

Mr. Cressman, Director of the Board, indicated that
if the Lewises left Kathleen 'at the doorstep' of Maple
Leaf School, the Board would transport her to Fairmead
School where they would provide a regular kindergarten
program for her. He further stated that 'a regular
kindergarten program in that physical setting would be
provided until such time that the Lewises agreed to some
modification which would better suit her needs.' The
Lewises were not prepared to permit their daughter to
become a pawn and did not attempt to leave her at Maple
Leaf School .

It was first submitted that this particular "allegation" is not, on

its face, an allegation of discrimination personally by Mr.

Cressman. Rather, Mr. Cressman is presented as speaking for and on

behalf of the Board. The point which was said to have been made

repeatedly was that there are no allegations that Mr. Cressman

personally discriminated against Katie Lewis. In paragraph 18 of

the initial written submissions of counsel for Mr. Cressman in

connection with the objection to Ms. Hill's evidence, counsel

stated that " no allegations of discriminatory attitudes or conduct

on Mr. Cressman 's part were contained in either the complaint or in

the case summary or in other communication ffroml the Commission "

.
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(Emphasis in original submission) It was submitted that this

statement is neither false nor misleading. The allegation in the

case summary was said to have been clearly made in the context of

Mr. Cressman as an actor of YRBE , not in his own personal capacity.

In any event, this particular allegation was said not to include

any information respecting the allegations Ms. Hill intends to

make

.

Ill . THIRD ISSUE ~ IS THERE ANY BASIS TO RELIEVE THE COMMISSION OF

ITS OBLIGATION?

21. Reference was made to the Commission's arguments: First, that

"counsel for Mr. Cressman has waived her right to object to Mrs.

Hill's evidence" and, second, that, "counsel for Mr. Cressman has

not discharged the onus upon her to demonstrate that any prejudice

exists .

"

22. It was submitted by way of "a parenthetical note," that these

submissions by the Commission demonstrated, once more, that the

Commission misconceived the role of counsel: "Counsel does not have

a separate role apart from representing the client. Counsel is. the

party." (Emphasis in original submission)

23. It was submitted that the Commission

Cressman, not his counsel, under section

Hill's evidence is Mr. Cressman' s. The

had an obligation to Mr.

8. The objection to Ms.

objection has been made
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because the Commission failed to comply with its obligation under

section 8 to Mr. Cressman. Mr. Cressman is not required to

establish that he is prejudiced before the Commission will be

required to comply with its statutory obligation.

24. In response the Commission's submissions that, at worst, this

should be treated as a case in which insufficient information was

provided, and an adjournment granted, it was submitted that this is

not the proper categorization of this case. In this case, the

Commission has failed not only to provide sufficient information,

but to provide notice of the allegations concerning Mr. Cressman'

s

good character, etc., together with reasonable information. This

case falls squarely within section 8, and there is no basis put

forward by the Commission on which the application of section 8 and

its requirements can be avoided. It was submitted that this was

not a proper case where an adjournment should be granted.

DISCUSSION AND DECISION

The decision will deal with each of the three issues addressed

by counsel for the parties.

I_s. FIRST ISSUE - DOES MS. HILL'S EVIDENCE TOUCH UPON THE "GOOD

CHARACTER " ETC. OF MR. CRESSMAN^
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I conclude that Commission counsel has conceded that the

evidence sought to be adduced through Ms. Hill raises the issue of

the good character etc. of Mr. Cressman. Accordingly, the answer

with respect to the first issue is "yes."

II . SECOND ISSUE - WAS NOTICE GIVEN?

1. I agree with counsel for Mr. Cressman that section 8 of the

SPPA requires that the "reasonable information of any allegations

with respect" to the good character etc. "be furnished prior to the

hearing." It is not possible to interpret section 8 in the way

suggested by Commission counsel . The language of the section is

clear and it cannot be interpreted as meaning that the information

may be furnished prior to the commencement of the hearing on the

merits. There is no dispute that the hearing of this matter

commenced on Friday, March 26, 1993.

2 . I would not regard the notice contained in the letter of March

21, 1994 referred to at p. 12, above, as representing "reasonable

information of any allegations" provided for in s. 8 of the SPPA

unless the evidence contained in the transcript of the Till hearing

amounted to such information and was deemed to be incorporated in

the letter.
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3. Ms. Bowlby's objections with respect to my treating the Till

transcript as containing the required information appears to be

focussed on the fact that the letter of tMarch 21, 1994 did not

disclose any further information respecting what Ms. Hill's

testimony would be and did not indicate that it might include

allegations which the Commission would argue disclosed

"circumstantial" evidence of a discriminatory attitude on Mr.

Cressman's part.

4. Ms. Bowlby also objected to the form of notice with respect to

the transcript because Mr. Cressman was not a party before the Till

board of inquiry and was not present during Ms. Hill's testimony,

nor had he ever been furnished with a transcript of Ms. Hill's

testimony. She also relied on the fact that at the time Ms. Hill

testified at the Til

1

board of inquiry, Mr. Cressman was no longer

an employee of YRBE

.

5. In her reply to the Commission's submissions, Ms. Bowlby

reiterated her position that the information required by section 8

had not been given before the commencement of the hearing and that

even if it had, the information provided in the March 21, 1994

letter did not suffice to give Mr. Cressman notice that the

evidence that Ms. Hill would be giving would be the same evidence

as she gave in the Till hearing. The reference to the evidence in

the Till hearing given by the Commission in its March 21, 1994

letter was regarded as having been given to Ms. Bowlby in her
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personal capacity because it represented pre-existing independent

knowledge of counsel which was said not to be a relevant factor in

determining, objectively, whether the Commission had complied with

its section 8 obligations to Mr. Cressman. It was emphasized that

the Commission could not impose its obligation under section 8 to

furnish reasonable information to a party upon a party's counsel.

6. If notice had been given prior to the commencement of the

hearing, I would regard the letter of March 21, 1994 to represent

sufficient compliance with the provisions of s . 8 of the SPPA , as

it was clear that Commission counsel was prepared to furnish the

copy of the transcript in sufficient time to allow Mr. Cressman to

prepare his answer to the information there contained.

7. I do not take Ms. Bowlby as having taken the position that the

evidence of Ms. Hill, as transcribed in the Till case, did not

represent reasonable information of the allegations referred to in

s. 8. Rather, her objection relates to my treating the recorded

evidence in the transcript as information that was furnished to her

in her personal capacity.

8. Ms. Bowlby also objects to the Commission's relying on the

letter of May 3, 1994 from Commission counsel to Ms. Bowlby

attached as appendix A to Ms. Bowlby 's original submission.
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9. The letter dated May 3, 1994 attached to Ms. Bowlby's original

written submissions as Appendix A purports to be a letter from Ms.

Hill to a Ms. Lynn Ziraldo. This letter is dated June 13, 1984 and

it contains Ms. Hill's recording of a conversation alleged to have

taken place on June 18, 1984 between herself and Mr. Cressman

relating to the subject of integration within a classroom setting.

10. I am at a disadvantage in that I do not know the relationship

between the contents of the letter of June 18, 1984 and the

evidence given by Ms. Hill at the Till hearing regarding "Ms.

Hill's knowledge of Mr. Cressman' s view regarding integration." If

there is a close relationship between the evidence of Ms. Hill in

the Till transcript and the noted letter, then, based on my view of

the effect of the letter of March 21, 1994, Mr. Cressman would, on

that date, have had, through his counsel, reasonable information

provided for in s. 8 of the SPPA . If the information contained in

the letter of June 18, 1984 was not dealt with by Ms. Hill in her

evidence in the Till case, then that information, to the extent

that it amounts to allegations with respect to Mr. Cressman 's good

character etc., was only furnished on May 3, 1994.

11. In any event, for the reasons above stated, it is only if I

could regard the hearing as commencing on May 4, 1994 that I could

find that the Commission had complied with the provisions of s. 8.
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12. In summary, with respect to the second issue, although the

answer to the question posed by the issue must be "no," it would

have been "yes" if I could have regarded the hearing as commencing

on May 4, 1994.

Ill THIRD ISSUE - IS THERE ANY BASIS TO RELIEVE THE COMMISSION OF

ITS OBLIGATION?

13. The reasonable information required to be given by s . 8 of the

SPPA should be given clearly and not circumspectly. A respondent

should be in no doubt as to what the allegations are. Otherwise

he/she will be at a disadvantage in preparing her answer to them.

Although the provisions of s. 8 allow for the furnishing of the

information "prior to the hearing," and this can be viewed as being

at any time prior to the actual commencement of the hearing, there

will be cases where technical compliance with s. 8 will not furnish

compliance with the rules of procedural natural justice because the

person faced with allegations respecting his/her good character

etc. will not have an adequate opportunity to prepare to answer

them.

14. A board of inquiry should not interpret the provisions of s.

8 in a mechanical fashion, and should not overlook the general

purpose of the SPPA and the role of s . 8 within it. When the SPPA

was passed, the Department of Justice & Attorney General issued a
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Manual of Practice on Administrative Law and Procedure in Ontario

that dealt with the Act and a number of related statutes, written

by D.W. Mundell, Q.C.

15. Mr. Mundell, at p.l, notes that the rules of procedural

natural justice applicable to administrative tribunals existed

prior to the enactment of the SPPA Such rules were enforced

although no procedure was prescribed by statute. Such rules

included a requirement that a tribunal ensure that persons affected

be given information of "any allegations against them ... to afford

them an opportunity to put forward their own cases." At p. 2, Mr.

Mundell notes that the purpose of the SPPA was "to meet many of the

difficulties that arise under the present law," and these

uncertainties were identified, op . cit

.

:

(1) When do the procedural rules of natural justice
apply to proceedings of a particular tribunal? and

(2) When they apply, what procedure do they require the
particular tribunal to follow?

16. Failure to follow a procedural rule of natural justice, such
*

as the one before me, does not automatically preclude a party from

leading evidence with respect to the impugned subject matter. In

a proper case, an adjournment can be granted where a provision has

not been complied if this can be done without significant prejudice

to the party affected.

17. At p. 13, Mr. Mundell states:
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The expression "reasonable information of any
allegations" requires that a party be given sufficient
information about the allegations to permit him to
prepare his answer to them. The information should be
furnished sufficiently "prior to the hearing" to afford
him adequate opportunity to do so.

The function of the tribunal is to satisfy itself at
the hearing that the provisions have been complied with
so that the party ... is not surprised by allegations or
evidence. Where the tribunal feels that these provisions
have not been complied with to the prejudice of the party
... the tribunal should grant an adjournment.

18. At this stage of the proceedings I am not satisfied that Mr.

Cressman has suffered harm that cannot be remedied by an

adjournment in order to allow him to prepare his answers to the

allegations relating to his good character etc., even though notice

was not given in strict compliance with the provisions of s . 8 . In

fact, as the hearing has been adjourned until October of 1994,

there should be sufficient opportunity for him to prepare to answer

the allegations.

19. Failure to comply with the provisions of s . 3 of the SPPA is

an irregularity and not a, nullity which can usually be cured by an

adjournment so as to allow the determination of the real matters in

dispute between the parties. It is only where the interests of

justice require it that the failure to comply with s. 8 would lead

to an order that certain evidence could not be adduced.

20. At this juncture in the proceedings it has not been

established that Mr. Cressman will be unable to prepare his answer

to the allegations as a result of the failure on the part of the
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Commission to comply with the provisions of s. 3 of the SPPA . If,

after Ms. Hill testifies, it can be demonstrated that the

Commission's failure to comply with the requirements of s. 3 had

the effect of preventing Mr. Cressman from answering her

allegations, then that circumstance can affect the weight to be

given to her evidence.

21. Based on the submissions of counsel, it appears that there are

a number of matters which may have to be dealt with when the

hearing recommences relating to the knowledge that some previous

witnesses might have of the matters to be testified to by Ms. Hill.

Ms. Bowlby adverted to the loss of an opportunity on her part to

cross-examine those witnesses on these matters. Based on the

information I now possess, it would be premature to rule on this

aspect of the case.

22. In all of the circumstances, this is a case where Ms. Hill

should be permitted to testify, subject to the weight of her

evidence being affected by the effects on Mr. Cressman of the

failure of the Commission to comply with the requirements of s . 8

of the SPPA .

23. There appears to be a difference between the parties as to

whether Mr. Cressman attended the Till hearing and the conclusions

that I am to draw depending on whether he did or did not do so . I

am not certain whether Ms. Bowlby is taking the position that he
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did not attend the hearing or that he did not attend the hearing at

the time when Ms. Hill testified. I also do not know whether he

received particulars of the nature of Ms. Hill's testimony. Nor do

I know whether any of the other witnesses called on behalf of the

Complainant or the Commission were present when any exchanges took

place between Ms. Hill and Mr. Cressman or were otherwise aware of

them. These are matters that I may have to deal with after Ms.

Hill has testified.

24. It is also unnecessary, at this time, for me to rule on the

differences that appear to exist between the parties as to the

purpose for which the Commission intends to use Ms. Hill's

evidence. It is sufficient, at this time, to note that whatever

the purpose, the evidence will place in issue Mr. Cressman' s good

character etc.

25. The answer to the third issue therefore is "yes," subject to

my comments relating to the weight that might be afforded Ms.

Hill's evidence.

When Mr. Cressman reads the transcript of Ms. Hill's evidence

in the Till case, not only will he know the reasonable information

of the allegations referred to in s. 8, he will also know the very

evidence that is to be called in support of those allegations. If

he does not have a copy of the transcript, one should be furnished

to him forthwith.
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Dated at Toronto this 22nd day of August, 1994.
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